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Fixes
The QuickLINK from Treatments to Problems now navigates correctly.

Changes
Accounts and Consultations now have an additional ((a)) button 
associated with their notes, at the bottom-right of the note tabs.
These buttons allow you to view and review all previous notes in an 
accumulated format while in browse mode.

Adjusted the import/export of the Tax Coefficients for supporting Wages.
Added more staff and practice information on the printed Pay Slips.

A new pop-up menu now allows you change a Client’s current schedule.

The Account entry layout now shows a Client’s insurance information., 
which can be viewed without having to  QuickLINK to the Client record.

The Appointments dialog now has a new button which navigates you to a 
chosen Client record. This is located at the top-right of the dialog window.

A site A.B.N has been added, but each business layout still has its own.

SMS’ing from within  ThePractitioner
We recommend that you check out esendex   http://www.esendex.com.au/
Charging goes down to 12 cents per SMS, provides notification of failed 
delivery, does reverse SMS’ing, free SMS receiving, good MIS reporting.

ThePractitioner - Future Upgrade
We are now coding with the new 4D SQL 12 engine.
If you have not taken advantage of the early-bird upgrade, please note that  
an upgrade to the 4D SQL 12 package will now be $198.00 .
All previous versions of our package will go into maintenance mode, 
although the PowerPC version is no longer upgraded or sold. Future 
changes and upgrades will be made via the new 4D SQL 12 package.
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Mac OSX
iPad... 4.9 million were sold in Q1. We 
are expecting sales of 40+ million, 
although the number will vary according 
to production capabilities.
 
iOS 5
Apple’s web site has the worthwhile 
keynote. CoreImage and XCode dev tools 
were provided to developers on June 6th.

MacOSX
The new Lion ( Mac OS 10.7 ) is now 
shipping via the App Store for $29.99.

iPhone 4
The white iPhone is finally shipping. 
Rumors of word phone using a universal 
SIM are running hot.

The U.S. fall season
iCloud and iOS5. This will give us full 
sychronization between our Macs and all 
iOS devices.  See over.

Apple retail stores
May 19th was the 10th anniversary of 
Apple’s stores. 40 new stores are to be 
opened in 2011, with 5 in China, where 
turnover-per-square-foot is significantly 
greater than other countries.
We are getting a new one in the Brisbane 
CBD.

AAPL...  The NASDAQ rebalancing had 
fund managers and institutions needing to 
sell off some of their holdings. A share 
split would really be beneficial. Apple 
profits increased 95% in Q2... so watch 
out for the October sales.  Current price 
$404.00 but dropped below that due to 
Debt Ceiling worries.  Next target 
probably around $440.00

- Go Apple ! -



Macs 
20 of July saw upgrades to... Intel’s SandyBridge chip, Core i7, and the new Thunderbolt super-fast interface.
All Macs now ship with the new MacOSX LION .
MacBook Air   A fully functional laptop, solid state and super fast.
MacMini   Also upgraded to the above chips and OS.

A fully optioned, new Mac desktop can now be had for under Au $3,000.00. 

Apple’s Cloud Service / MobileMe
The new data center  will soon be operational in our Spring ( US Fall ) and supports iCloud, a free service to 
automatically sync data from Macs, PCs, and iOS devices. This wireless service includes a notification centre, and there 
are new versions of Calendar ( sharing ), Contacts and Mail ( sync’d InBox and Folders ), App Store, iBooks, Pages, 
Numbers and Keynote.    New AppStore purchases will download to all iOS devices and iBooks bookmarks are sync’d 
to all iOS devices. Daily backups are automated and updated applications ( API’s have been provided to developers ) 
now have a Versions feature which works similarly to Time Machine.  iCloud offers a $24.99 p.a. iTunes Match for a 
cost-effective way to upgrade all your music to Apple’s 256Kbps / AAC / DRM free format, and have them sync’d to 10 
devices. 
PhotoStream allows you to capture photos etc on any iOS device, and have them sync to all your 
other devices. The music and photos sync go to a special folder for 30 days, and this is outside of the 
5GB of storage provided to you by iCloud. Your MobileMe service will be valid to June 2012, and 
you have until then to migrate to the new iCloud service.

Apple iPhone
There are two new phones to be released in September.  iOS 5 includes iMessage, and provides a simplified/integrated 
notification centre. It integrates Twitter, and uses Wi-Fi to sync iTunes music. A new camera capability allows you to 
take a picture instantly, without logging in to your phone.

Get Viber for the iPhone via the AppStore, and you can make free phone calls and send texts to other Viber users.

AppleTV
The new model at $129 is a terrific value.  Combine it with a new MacMini for a complete HTPC solution.

App Store ( for iPod + iPad )   10 Billion+ downloads for iOS Devices, 300,000+ applications.
Newspapers and magazines are now included in a new folder marked Newsstand, a new AppStore feature.

New additions

   Our trekking in New Zealand came across this puzzling rhino.
Until the next issue...
Contacting   Us
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